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FBQ1: In data processing, the input is data, and the output is _______
Answer: *Useful information*

FBQ2: Inquiry starts only when something is _____
Answer: *Unsatisfactory*

FBQ3: In data processing, the ________ is data, and the output is useful information
Answer: *Input*

FBQ4: Software play important roles in the operations of ______
Answer: *Computer*

FBQ5: To delete a record in an ordered Sequential file, all the records with a key value 
less than the record to be deleted must be written to the new file. True or False_____?
Answer: *True*

FBQ6: Inquiry starts only when something is _____
Answer: *Unsatisfactory*

FBQ7: ______ play important roles in the operations of Computer
Answer: *Software*

FBQ8: Access to records in a Sequential file is ______
Answer: *Serial*

FBQ9: Software play important roles in the operations of ______
Answer: *Computer*

FBQ10: A system that organizes the storage of data in such a way to facilitate its 
retrieval for many different applications is refers to as ______
Answer: *Database management system*

FBQ11: Examples of Word processing packages are Windows Microsoft Word  
and_____
Answer: *Windows Word perfect*

FBQ12: LCDs use much less power than a ÂÂÂÂ_______
Answer: *Normal monitor*

FBQ13: Application software comes from ______ sources.
Answer: *Two*

FBQ14: What is the name of material used to create each pixel on the screen _____?
Answer: *Liquid Crystal*

FBQ15: Internal Criteria consists of: Researcherâ€™s interest, Researcherâ€™s own 
resource, and Researcherâ€™s competence. True or False ____?
Answer: *True*
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FBQ16: Which part of a database holds only one type of information______?
Answer: *Field*

FBQ17: A digital camera looks very similar to a _______  camera
Answer: *Traditional*

FBQ18: B + G =__
Answer: *C (cyan)*

FBQ19: R + G + B = __
Answer: *W (white)*

FBQ20: A set of related files is called a ________
Answer: *Data base*

FBQ21: Records in relative files are organized on ascending Relative Record number. 
Yes or No ____?
Answer: *Yes*

FBQ22: The process of producing useful information is _____
Answer: *Outputting*

FBQ23: Storing is ______ data or information
Answer: *Saving*

FBQ24: The final step in data processing is known as _______
Answer: *Tabulation*

FBQ25: Facilities are required to house the computer equipment, people and 
ÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂÂ______
Answer: *Materials*

FBQ26: Categorical Variable example are _______
Answer: *weight, sex*

FBQ27: The horizontal cells are called______
Answer: *Rows*

FBQ28: Directing the manner and sequence in which all of the above operations are 
performed refers to as ______
Answer: *Controlling*

FBQ29: The control of input/output peripheral in order to achieve their utilization is 
known as _________
Answer: *Spooling*

FBQ30: Drum plotters roll the paper over a _______
Answer: *Cylinder*
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FBQ31: A _______ is another way in which we can capture still images or text to be 
stored and used on a computer.
Answer: *Scanner*

FBQ32: The process of thoroughly checking the collected data to ensure optimal 
quality levels refers to as_______
Answer: *Data validation*

FBQ33: Data processing include the steps of data entry, editing, coding, validation and 
______
Answer: *Tabulation*

FBQ34: Separates data into various categories is known as _______
Answer: *Classification*

FBQ35: GIGO is known as______
Answer: *Garbage In Garbage Out*

Multiple Choice Questions (MCQs): 
MCQ1: The null hypotheses are two-tailed because they do not indicate the direction of 
Answer: Difference

MCQ2: The research problem may be selected from the daily problems
Answer: Agree

MCQ3: Operating system are computer-oriented software which controls 
the____________ of computer system
Answer: External operation

MCQ4: The acceptance of a false null hypothesis when it should have been rejected is 
referred to as
Answer: Type 1 error

MCQ5: The Originating Questions represent the ______ beginning of certain difficulties 
or challenges
Answer: Beginning of certain difficulties or challenges 

MCQ6: Hypothesis can be expressed as a one-sentence hypothesis
Answer: DisagreeStrongly 

MCQ7: Data Processing is a data collection, storage, retrieval, processing, 
transformation and 
Answer: transmission

MCQ8: A hypothesis should be free from vagueness and ambiguity
Answer: Agree

MCQ9: The originating questions has to do with 
Answer: What one need to do?
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MCQ10: Pie Chart is used to represent both discrete and
Answer: Concrete

MCQ11: Files on a computer can be created, moved, modified, grown, shrunk and 
deleted
Answer: Disagree

MCQ12: A system that organizes the storage of data in such a way to facilitate its 
retrieval for many different applications is termed as
Answer: Dashboard management system

MCQ13: Non-operational data include all except 
Answer: logical database design

MCQ14: ALU stands for 
Answer: Arithmetic and Logical Unit

MCQ15: DPMA is an acronym for 
Answer: Data Proposed Management Association

MCQ16: Which one is the first search engine in internet?
Answer: Google

MCQ17: Output devices includes the following except
Answer: Mouse

MCQ18: Number of bit used by the IPV6 address
Answer: 32bit

MCQ19: Firewall in computer is used for 
Answer: Data Transmission

MCQ20: _______ are any facts, numbers, or text that can be processed by a computer
Answer: Audition 

MCQ21: Making copies of the files in a separate location so that they can be restored if 
something happens to the computer simply means 
Answer: Duplicating file

MCQ22: Where is the headquarters of Microsoft office located?
Answer: Texas

MCQ23: There is no significant difference in achievement between male and female 
Business Education students, is a form of 
Answer: Hypothesis

MCQ24: Internal Criteria consists of: Researcherâ€™s interest, Researcherâ€™s own 
resource, and Researcherâ€™s competence
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Answer: Disagree

MCQ25: Internal Criteria consists of: Researcherâ€™s interest, Researcherâ€™s own 
resource, and Researcherâ€™s competence
Answer: Disagree

MCQ26: The chi-square is a test of 
Answer: Dependence

MCQ27: Research that is generally associated with the positivist/postpositivist 
paradigm known as
Answer: Qualitative Research

MCQ28: What is the name giving to the set of instructions that direct the operations of 
computers?
Answer: Monitor

MCQ29: ________ cameras are generally more expensive than ordinary cameras
Answer: Digital

MCQ30: Measures of association show the degree of relationship between two or more 
Answer:  Variables.

MCQ31: Exploratory research is ______ and can address research questions of all 
types
Answer: Rigid

MCQ32: A dual layer Blue-ray can store data up to
Answer: 20GB

MCQ33: Mac operating system is developed by which company?
Answer: IBM

MCQ34: The Intel Pentium processor and the Athlon are examples of a
Answer:  CPU

MCQ35: Number of layer in the OSI (Open System Interconnection) model
Answer: 9
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